1969 cadillac coupe deville parts

The DeVille was a trim level above the Series 62 coupe. It was applied to carriages made for
in-town or in-city riding. It was meant to be like a convertible with a hard top. For their first
four-door hardtop in Cadillac named it Sedan DeVille. This was also a higher-optioned version
of the Series 62 four-door sedan. In a higher-optioned DeVille convertible was added above the
standard convertible. As Cadillac tried appealing to as many tastes as possible, by they offered
options in the series. By almost two thirds of all Cadillacs sold were DeVille models. A major
redesign occurred in with an extensive facelift in and again in During this period the ci V8 was
the only engine available. Redesigned tops for Coupe Deville, influenced by the Cadillac
Florentine concept car, had heavier-looking C-pillars and a smaller rear window giving a formal
look to the hardtop. Safety features included padded dash, hazard warning system, front
seatback lock, and outboard seatbelt retractors. Cadillac wanted their interiors to be the most
luxurious with the most combinations of trim and fabric for discerning owners. Unbelievably
there were combinations for interiors in alone. The fourth generation DeVille debuted in Trim
variations and the DeVille script identified them from other Cadillac series. In a facelift ushered
in the federally mandated five-mph bumpers and other safety and emissions regulations. One
bag was in the steering wheel and the other in the dash in front of the passenger. A new curved
dash was also a change from Electronic fuel injection was available by mid, which was when the
ci V8 was dropped, making the ci V8 the standard engine. With the fifth generation debuting in ,
we saw the first DeVilles without rear fender skirts in its history. DeVille sales held fairly steady
through this period, with four-doors in the , range and coupes selling around , per year.
Optional electronic fuel injection added 15hp to the standard ci V8. By a new hardtop coupe was
added eliminating the opera window in the C-pillar and instead placing a regular side window in
the pillar. While a great idea in theory, computer technology was not up to handling the Cadillac
V deactivation engine which saw cylinders shut down during cruise mode. This engine would
continue to be available in limousines but lasted only this one year in the regular Cadillac line.
By all Cadillac engines featured electronic fuel injection. In a completely new front-wheel drive
Cadillac debuted, downsized significantly from previous generations in an ongoing effort to
improve gas mileage. For Cadillac saw significant changes made to the sedans, and also a
longer wheelbaseâ€”up to Sales for Coupe DeVilles started to slide in the lates, with steadily
declining sales signaling dropping Coupe DeVille after the model year. Sharing the all-new
K-body GM platform sharing with the Seville limited development to a single four-door sedan.
This series of DeVille ran through The DeVille would be the final version. This ended DeVille
production. Home DeVille. Select Your Vehicle. Gately Cadillac Restoration has traveled the
country in our 10 wheeler many times to bring you some of the rarest Cadillac parts. We have
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Cadillac Division was riding high in , with sales numbers far surpassing those of Lincoln and
Imperial. A few more years remained before fuel prices would go crazy , and prosperous

Americans knew that a sleek DeVille or Eldorado gave them bragging rights at the country club.
Here's a thoroughly used-up '69 Coupe DeVille , finally at the end of its journey and residing in a
self-service wrecking yard in Denver, Colo. Since this is the sort of pervasive rust that occurs in
places much wetter than arid High Plains Colorado, we can assume that this DeVille spent many
years in the land of gumbo and alligators. The decklid sports Fleetwood badging and a
Rickenbaugh Cadillac emblem, but Cadillac didn't make two-door Fleetwoods in Perhaps a
Colorado-sold Fleetwood donated its decklid to replace a rust-ravaged lid on this car. Actually,
there's a good chance it was purchased at this very yard. The once-opulent interior has suffered
greatly over the decades, with the reek of mildewed carpeting and irradiated leather giving it
That Hooptie Car Smell. Try to picture what this scene looked like in happier days, a
half-century ago. The Cadillac V8 engine displaced a mighty cubic inches that's 7. Scaling in at
4, pounds about a half-ton less than a new Escalade , the DeVille needed that power to keep up
with those cheap-but-V8-equipped Chevy Chevelles. For , Cadillac would stroke this engine to a
staggering cubic inches for Eldorado buyers. This engine family lasted through , after which it
was replaced by the much-loathed High Technology V8. The build quality and snob appeal of
the Cadillacs kept them on the road for decades after most of their peers got crushed, but this
one was just too far gone to be worth restoring. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are
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a second life. Once upon a time, there was a luxury car brand with an almost magical ability to
spin profits for its maker. Cadillac, the flagship division of General Motors, had clearly mastered
the formula for appealing to wealthy Americans and those wanting to appear wealthy in the s.
The cars were showboats of the first order. Road Test was quite correct to point out that people
either loved or loathed Cadillac. But the brand was inextricably woven into the U. Look closely
at the pictures of the Coupe DeVille and you can see that the car sports curb feelers on the
right-hand side. It was no race car, but offered exactly the sort of easy, abundant power a
Cadillac owner would demand. Plus, owners had the benefit of being able to brag about driving
the car with the biggest engine offered in the American market. Unsurprisingly, the Caddy was
not a good handler. It was a lavish straight-line cruiser, optimized for quiet, roomy comfort and
not agility. The Cadillac was comfortable, smooth, easy, pamperingâ€”plush and posh when
those attributes were viewed as the ultimate in automotive luxury by the vast majority of U. This
Road Test Magazine article was quite sparse on data, offering limited information on
specifications and test results, plus no detail on pricing. However, based on descriptions in the
copy along with the photos, the optional equipment list for the test car could be pretty
accurately determined, along with an estimate of the list price from period price guides. And
that number? The hefty option load on the test DeVille would have been pretty typical. After all,
if you were going to splurge for a Caddy, why not get all the bells and whistles? As an added
delight for GM bean counters, the slowest selling models happened to the be the cheapest. For ,
Cadillac single-handedly outsold every other luxury make in the U. That Cadillac Goose was
hatching quite a lot of golden eggsâ€¦. Though Road Test only offered black-and-white photos
in the article, the copy mentioned that the test Coupe DeVille was gold. Adding evidence to my
theory is data on the take rate for Cadillac colors in Based on information provided in Cadillac
Dealer Sales Guides and Data Books for and , the chart above illustrates the popularity of each
color available on the DeVille models excluding the DeVille convertible. Chalice Gold Firemist
was only found on 3. It was a golden age for Cadillac! Ever so Sixties! Sounds similar to the
reasons plenty of people bought huge, shiny Shalimar Gold DeVilles in â€¦. Tastes may change
but status seeking motivations remain the same, providing a very comfortable nest for a golden
goose, to the benefit of companies smart enough to figure out the formula. True in , true today,
and central to the art of marketing high margin luxury brands. Though of course quite large, I
dont even think that its particularly vulgar or ostentatious looking but rather austere, in fact no
nonsensical, very much straight to the point. I find it interesting that even back then Road Test
Magazin was able to dissect and diss? I would have rather thought that in the 60s its image was
pristine all around. In Europe you would not really get to see any of themâ€¦. They were -and
maybe still are- considered pimpmobiles: too big, too flashy and too cumbersome. Add to this
the very high fuel consumption and the picture is complete. American brands never did well in
Western Europe after WW2. People stop and stare, wave, take pictures, ask if they can take a
seatâ€¦. Lots of thumbs up. A sort of vague disapprovement. Barely a glance. Cable operated
remote mirrors were a common option on American cars; electric motors were relatively big,
heavy and expensive compared to today similarly, power windows began as hydraulic systems,
not electric. Interstate travel and divided highways were less common in , and traffic was less
dense. Modern urban and suburban high speed highway traffic in close proximity would have
been considered bonkers in My parents commuted downtown four miles at 32 mph Dad had the
lights timed on a two lane street in Only 5 miles of that interstate existed in ; previously it was
city streets and two lane state highways. There were no interstate roads inside the bypass ring,
and no roads inside the bypass with a speed limit over 40 mph. The last half still was two lanes.
IIRC, the first cars to come with electric mirrors were expensive Porsches. I vividly recall Car

and Driver being bemused with the feature and remarking that they could be tilted in such a
manner to watch for overhead airborne traffic patrols. I remember our Buick Estate Wagon was
the first car my Dad owned with dual mirrors. Only the drivers was remote via cable. Adjustment
of the passenger required us to roll the window downâ€¦by crankâ€¦and adjust the entire
housing. My VW Scirocco had only 1 mirror, albeit remote, while my Scirocco S had dual
mirrors both remote. The passenger side could only be adjusted from the knob on the
passenger door though requiring the driver to reach over or have the passenger do it. Man are
we spoiled now. Nowdays passenger mirrors are standard on all vehicles, as far as I can tell is
this by regulation? I think they use them for air control blend doors under the dash, also in
place of vacuum. Maybe Tesla should install some curb feelers with microswitches feeding into
the computer. Clearly the super-fancy radar is failing to detect walls and mediansâ€¦ or more
precisely it has an unquenchable desire to drive INTO walls and medians. Actually, curb feelers
â€¦ or a touchless electronic equivalent â€¦ would be a great addition to modern cars with
ultra-low-profile tires and vulnerable alloy rims. Almost as useful as backup cameras and blind
spot monitors. I have had this idea for years and if I had more ambition and electronic know
how I probably could have been a millionaire. Even though I admit the are favorites of mine, I
find them more guilty pleasures then timeless designs. Make mine a 69 Fleetwood 75 in Sable
Black with all the trimmings. Seems that the term of affection sort of went away when affection
for the car disappeared. I love the reference to Snob appeal in an American publication about an
American car. I hope this puts an end to the constant snipes about the British class system on
this site. This is one of the least successful Cadillac styles for me something about the roof c
pillar and the kick up of the rear wing line looks heavy to me , but the front is quite nice. I agree
on the coupe roof â€” it looked awkward. I think the stylists may have had the extra-cost vinyl
roof covering in mind when the designed the C-pillar of this Coupe DeVille. To me this is a case
where the car looks better with the vinyl top, as it breaks up the huge expanse of metal and
aligns with the kick-up in the fender. I remember a story about Bill giving his guys instructions
for the 63 Cadillac. What I find interesting about the article is this: for all the talk of snob appeal
and of fancy luxury features, there was not a single reference to quality, either actual or
perceived. It is as though the testers looked all around and saw cheapened plastic everywhere
but were afraid to say it out loud. The color take rate is fascinating to me and meshes with the
69 Cadillacs I remember seeing out on the road. Gold was indeed king then, but I would never
have guessed that it was so far out front of the second choice hue. Also, in retrospect the
boring safety dashes are seen as a retreat from the peak of the diecast chrome stuff, but I can
imagine them being welcomed at the time as a pleasant change in fashion, like going for a plain
weave instead of brocade. I thought that, traditionally, black and white have always been the
number one and two colors for luxury cars. It certainly seems that way today, with light and
dark shades of grey being number three and four. Hubba makes a good point. Our perspective
today on the interior direction towards more plastic and less detail may be much different. This
was a completely new style, using fairly new technology. Its lack of durability and less
expensive construction may not have been as apparent as the fact that it was NEW, and we
know how much newness was pushed as the most important thing in car marketing. While a
percentage of Volvo buyers in may have been able to buy a Caddy if they wanted it, Volvo was
competing with Chevrolet for their business, not Cadillac. There was no chance that a Volvo or
buyer was going to buy a Cadillac, and very little chance of buying a European luxury-sport
model that was also significantly more expensive and flashy than a Volvo. It only competed with
Cadillac because a rich man might decide to buy a inexpensive sports car or ride a motorcycle. I
agree that there would have been minimal cross shopping with any of these and the Cadillac in
Thinking back, my father shopped that price class more than once from the 70s to the 90s and I
can never once remember him really pining for a Cadillac. Was his strong preference for
Lincolns because of his general FoMoCo bias? Or was it the fact that he grew up wealthy on the
Philadelphia Main Line and picked up a subtle attitude that people of good taste and good
breeding did not buy Cadillacs? Or was it that he always found a way to be stylish without
following the biggest part of the crowd? Maybe all of the above, which resulted in a final score
of Lincoln â€” 6, Cadillac â€” 0. He was a very nice person and we had some great
conversations during my employment with his company. During one drive back to the office he
was saying he was going to start looking for a new car for his wife. My Pop is an interesting
case in point as well. His parents were divorced, so there were dueling car perspectives. But my
Pop loved Cadillacsâ€”I almost wonder if it was his form of rebellion against each of his parents
and their sensibilities. When he retired in , he did finally buy one, but was wildly disappointed as
the car was dreadful. It really burst his bubble. Cadillac was indeed the king of luxury cars then,
as the sales figures show. Nothing else was close. It was truly an aspirational vehicle. Among
the well-heeled and the wannabe well-heeled this was it. Oh there may have been a few Lincoln

diehards and even fewer Imperial fans, but for most of the luxury market nothing else would do.
People who disliked them still knew they were something special. A Cadillac never was
considered by him or my Grandmother. During my elementary school years, we lived in a
modest, newly built subdivision in Fort Wayne, IN. Most of our neighbors were young families
with children, many moving rapidly up the socioeconomic ladder. Most garages contained two
domestic cars, typically a GM full-size make and then something smaller, with an occasional
Beetle being just about the only import make represented. In at least three cases, a new Cadillac
or Lincoln suddenly appearing in the driveway portended an upcoming move to the suburbs of
Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati or some other big city where strivers could make it big. We
eventually followed, ending up in suburban Chicago. In our case, however, the key signifier was
not a Cadillac but a Chevy Vega, which was purchased as a commuter car capable of getting
high fuel mileage. Thanks for another awesome piece and throwback article, GN. Agreed, that is
just hilarious! It just looks like the rug and the table and vase are options! The ultimate goals
were silence, comfort and convenience i. I think that the trim style hung around a bit longer at
Chryslerâ€”IIRC there was a Newport trim for that still had a form of brocade. You are correct. I
remember thinking at the time that it was kind of a throwback as the rest of the world seemed to
have moved on to luxurious velours by then. Being the contrarian that I was even then, I liked it.
Looks like a few different choices of brocade were offered. The bottom brocade also looks to
have been offered again in , according to the brochure at oldcarmanualproject. I remember
catching a ride several times with a friend whose mother drove a Newport with the Williamsburg
brocade interior in the same blue and white color scheme as pictured above. It was very
uncomfortable on hot days when we were wearing shorts. No mandated 5 mph bumpers, no
emission controls other than a PCV valve and a vacuum switch here and there under the hood,
excellent build quality, safety additions galore and simple yet eye-pleasing styling. Throw on a
set of plus sized grand touring radials and some decent gas shocks and it would be a pleasing
highway cruiser today. Nice article on a great car. People dont want german Cadillacsâ€¦â€¦they
want what this article says The top of of the american car lineup a car that is world renowned as
the best luxury car you can buy. The Escalade is an example of why a traditional Cadillac is bad
business today. They stopped buying them because Cadillac stopped making them. The actual
rich people today whose parents drove Cadillacs have already buried their parents and have
one foot in the grave themselves. Again, the Escalade is a signifier of Big and Rich. Tesla is a
poorly run company that is bound to flounder. While their accomplishments are really
goodâ€¦â€¦â€¦.. Naming a company after what is arguably the most genius mind to roame our
earth is one thingâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦Idolizing the man who robbed him as well as coutless other of their
inventions is quite another. Escalades sell because they are Cadillacs as Cadillacs have always
been. Your point is lost Cadillac does not need to be a Tesla wanna beâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦look at
what being a BMW wannabe has done. Cadillac needs to go back to its roots and modernize
them to todays needs and it needs to wow the crowd again with love it or hate it looks. Lots of
them are in businesses with the same finance risks as Tesla has. Packard eventually died from
a combination of market forces and corporate blunders. I would beg to differ. This was a wide
cross section of Americans who had tired of the overly-large wallowing fuel-slurping American
cars. Even VW buyers loved the sporty handling of the time, and VWs were commonly entered
in the very popular sports car events of the time. Some of these early import buyers may have
switched to domestic compacts like the Corvair and such, but as European makers offered a
wider range of cars in the mid 60s, including more upscale ones, these are what they were
going for. Keep in mind that import buyers always had higher educational levels, and their
income trajectories were likely steeper than average. One thing is for certain: the well-educated
buyers of imports in the 50s were NOT interested in cars like the Cadillac as they increased their
incomes. The origin of the demise of Cadillac started in the 50s, by not being attractive to the
young educated buyers then entering their car buying years, and reaching for cheap imports at
the time. To my great surprise, Iowa City was chock-full of obscure import cars when we arrived
there in And the same applies to the younger boomer cohort: they likely bought a used VW as
their first car, and moved up that import food chain. Cadillac buyers started buying Mercedes
when they realized that the well-educated trend makers were driving them, and they wanted the
same social prestige, so they started switching. But driving dynamics had little to do with it. A
whole lot of those switching from Cadillacs to Mercedes were soon moaning about the hard
seats, stiff ride, underpowered engines and feeble air conditioning. They would have been
better served by a Cadillac. That is, until Mercedes and other imports improved these qualities
in their cars. BTW, excellent choice of the Range Rover at the end of the article. I would add
Tesla. Cadillac has been barking up the wrong tree for decades now. I agree with your point
about the increasing number of people seeking out smaller, nimbler cars in the late s, and
should clarify that I meant for the higher priced luxury market, not the total market. Based on

sales results, those desires were not yet impacting the traditional American luxury segment to a
great degree in Not just the late 50s. That started very shortly after the war. Now that was hardly
a practical sole car for a young family. And for the rest of his life, he bought exclusively imports,
except out of desperation when he bought a Duster because it was dirt cheap and could barely
fit all four of his kids. My point is that the seeds of the destruction of Cadillac go back to right
after WW2, when MG and Jaguar become the hot now objects of cool and prestige among the in
crowed. And the in crowd always determines what the trends down market will eventually be,
because eventually even the most modest folks want to not be left behind. It takes decades, or it
used to. Cadillac was doomed in They were the symbol of what a growing segment of America
was rebelling against. And that turned into a tidal wave. I dunno about that. Had Cadillac kept its
entire range fresh and sized right, kept prices high and invested in technology, better materials,
etc. And high sales volumes would have needed to be sacrificed for the sake maintaining an
image of exclusivity, with the added benefit of being able to charge higher prices. Even around ,
I think the market would still have embraced a genuinely world-class Cadillac had one been
offered. Just as the right sort of affluent buyers snapped-up the world-class Lexus, dramatically
changing the industry and proving that Japan could compete in the upper echelons of the
marketâ€”which would have been inconceivable a few decades earlier. Of course, Toyota knew
what it was doing, and figured out how to make cars for American expectations and tastes far
better better than the homegrown makers did. And in my opinion that was the fate that befell
Cadillac. I think Tesla buyers are the same slice of the public that bought Packards years ago.
The image is wealthy, smart, forward thinking and, again, wealthy and smart. I agree with you
and Paul that Tesla has carved out an enviable and unique reputation as a very aspirational,
smart and desirable product. They are also very true to themselvesâ€”which I think is an
enormous strength. Also, like the Cadillac brand circa as mentioned in the article, the Tesla
brand is very polarizing, with people lovingâ€”or hatingâ€”what they represent. All this talk of
the buyer of Cadillac products at their peak is fascinating. Whomever it was who were buying
Cadillacs, they sure bought a lot of them. What was Cadillacs peak sales year, anyway? I mean,
selling more Cadillacs than any of the competitors combined? And not only a lot, it was a lot of
the highest profit product, too. And then they pissed it all away, beginning with the Seville.
Buick and Olds had comparable sales in the late 70s and early 80s. In the later 80s, the younger
Olds and Buick buyers got converted to Camrys and Accords fairwell, dear Cutlass , like their
Toyota and Honda driving peers and younger siblings. More cars sold led to more profits but
eroded the aura of owning a Cadillac. They stopped being cars of the super rich and started
showing up new in more middle-class driveways. Real rich people write a check for the full
amount. The funny thing is that the vast majority of luxury cars are leased today, by rich and
not-so-rich alike. The richest family I know well spends money on absolutely everything but new
cars â€” huge family trips, weekends in Vegas, huge house, good wine most nights with dinner
at home, on and on They pay cash for two or three year old lease returns of fancy vehicles. I
never really got these cars, especially the two door versions. They went in a straight line fairly
well, but any kind of bend sent them into billowing undulations. I grew up in an area of twisty,
windy and hilly roads. There were also quite a few wealthy folks. When I looked at the sales
chart for , I was surprised to see how many Volvos were being sold. Well, circa Vancouver
Island, the Volvo was the car of the wealthy, especially the E. US cities were built with big, flat,
straight thoroughfares, especially when it became clear that the wealthy doctors, lawyers and
such who catered to that money wanted to commute in automobiles to their big new houses two
or three miles from the old town center. I must say: I am thoroughly enjoying the
â€¦spiritedâ€¦points and counter-points going back and forth in this thread. However, the
Cadillac was rated both ways. But the compression ratio went from I do notice that the
compression ratio went down to It would be hard to judge Caddys of this era by small
differences of performance because they were first intended to be smooth. Cadillac would mask
most kinds of noise and harshness, even at the expense of maximum acceleration and speed.
The cid V-8 was only available in the Eldorado through Other Cadillacs retained the cid V For ,
Cadillac made the cid V-8 standard across the board, except for the mid-year Seville. Recently at
a car show I looked at a 69 Fleetwood and when I poked my head in the window to check out the
brocade seats the noxious chemical odor off gassing from the plastic almost knocked me over. I
can assure you that those plastics stopped off-gassing quite a few decades ago. Strong air
freshener? Some above have mentioned that Cadillacs used to indicate truly wealthy people
with a desire to show this wealth, though many preferred to keep it hidden. It may be due to
advertising, social media exposure, the rise in two-income families, the lack of aversion to debt,
more lease options, lower saving rates, or a plethora of other reasons. Except of course those
driving Bentley, Rolls, Ferrari, etc. I grew up in a very affluent neighborhood- but Cadillacs and
Lincolns were a rarity. One of each, as I recall- although the premium domestic brands Buick,

Oldsmobile, Mercury, etc were quite common. Because it was So California, Mercedes was just
starting to make inroads. Having owned two Cadillac Miller-Meteor ambulances, which used the
front-end sheet metal of this car, I can tell you that in , Cadillac did use thicker sheet metal than
all of the other GM makes. The hood, for example, was held to the hinges with three bolts on
each side instead of two, and required two adults to lift I know, I got one from the junkyard and
had to bring my best friend with me to carry it. In comparison, the hood from my Ford LTD was
easily lifted by me alone. Another story â€” while driving through Moscow, Idaho down an icy
hill in second gear and pumping the brakes as rapidly as I could in my ambulance, a lady
driving a Toyota Cressida pulled out in front of me, and her rear wheels became stuck in the
curb gutter, placing her car broadside directly in my outside lane. Having a car in the inside lane
next to me, there was nothing for me to do but keep braking and slow down as much as
possible before the impact est. We called the police to report the accident, but their response
time on that wintry day was in the hours for a non-injury fender-bender so they told us to not
expect to see an officer. I slowly backed up my vehicle to inspect the damage to her car and
gasped â€” my LH fender front had split her LF fender in two, as though chopped open with an
axe. It looked horrible! We exchanged information and went on our separate ways. I should add
that the driver of the Cressida was also uninjured; thank God I had slowed down enough. A few
days later, a representative of her insurance company called me and went down a list of
questions for me to answer. There was a long silence from the other side of the phone. If you
ever get a chance to drive one of these pre high-compression Cadillacs, do it! And build quality
was pretty good, especially when compared to the malaise-era cars that followed. One thing that
is very apparent fro this discussion was just how much the buyer could personalize their new
car. So many paint options, vinyl top colors, so many choices of seat fabric, leather and color. It
was easy to put together a uniquely equipped example. The buyer could have a car that was
different from the others in the executive parking lot. That meant a lot to high end buyers. The
other thing that stood out to me in the article, which I read at the time it was printed, was how
much agreement there was in the motoring press and general public. In other words, it was
generally agreed that the Cadillac was the epitome of the traditional American car. And by
corollary every American car. It was THE car that most Americans wanted to own. Even the
vaunted Benz has been dethroned. The feeling was like driving a modern pick up truck or SUV.
Heavy, but stable and extremely comfortable. Especially on long road trips. While a 60s Cadillac
could be personalized with colors and fabrics, most Cadillacs were from one model line in your
choice of two doors or four. The Cadillac store throws sedans, coupes, and SUVs at you today
in a blizzard of shapes and sizesâ€”in your choice of black, white, silver or gray. I have 78
Coupe Deville has 17K original miles just beautiful! This is a classic thread, well worth
revisiting. Fun holiday reading. If I have not already said so, this may be the most beautiful 69
Cadillac I have ever seen given its color, trim, body style and condition. My interest in Cadillacs
drops off rapidly after , but this one would absolutely make the cut. Late comer here. Very
interesting article and discussion. The replacement American symbol for welth, flamboyance,
gluttany, and overindulgance. About 10 years ago I worked with a guy who had a new H2. He
wanted to show it off but when I saw the interior I had to act, and I do mean act, impressed
because it was the most ugly, uninspired, hideous automotive thing I had ever seen. Plastic
chrome everywhere, and black plastic diamondplate pattern all over. Garish H2 emblems on
everything. So sad. The beginning of the current twilight zone of styling where gross is good
and tasteful is laughed at. But I have weird taste. One component of this discussion that has not
been touched on is racism. The reason why Cadillacs were considered flashy is not only that
they were literally flashy with all of their chrome and embellishments, but also that Cadillac
recovered from the depression by choosing to sell to african-american customers. The
executive committee of the board of directors was meeting to decide its fate when Nicholas
Dreystadt knocked on the door of the boardroom and asked to be heard for 10 minutes. A gifted
mechanic, by the early s he was in charge of Cadillac service nationwide, a middle-management
position of responsibility but no real importance in the politics of General Motors. The first part
of his plan resulted from an observation he had made traveling around the country to the
service departments of Cadillac dealerships. Cadillac was after the prestige market, and part of
its strategy to capture that market was its refusal to sell to African-Americans. Most status
symbols were not available to these people. Why should a bunch of white front men get several
hundred dollars each when that profit could flow to General Motors? Be careful about what you
read. The depression played havoc on all sales, especially luxury brands. But sales jumped
around like crazy, as some years things were looking up, other back down. The low point for
Cadillac and everyone else was , not Cadillac sold cars in But in , Cadillac sales plummeted
back to cars! Lower than , and not much better than Nicholas Dreystadt was undoubtedly an
excellent executive, but this piece sounds like a puff piece, and the stats are all wrong. And

another problem: Why should a bunch of white front men get several hundred dollars each
when that profit could flow to General Motors? How would that happen? They just cut out the
front guys who were making that money which was on top of the list price, but how was that
now going to flow to GM? Charge blacks a couple hundred more?? It never fails to amaze me at
all the misinformation one finds out there and gets passed around as fact. This story is also in
Wikipedia now. I just spent almost a half hour finding the actual production numbers for
Cadillac in those years. Not logical. And I knew that was the low point for all industry sales, not
And that Cadillac reacted to the terrible sales by doing what all the luxury brands were doing:
reduce the size and price of their volume 8 cylinder cars for The V12s and V16s were just left to
carry on for a few more years, but their sales were irrelevantly small anyway by this time.
Appreciate your fact-based counter arguments. The question is just how much. I agree with
Paul that this article is problematic in numerous ways. A search for Nicholas Dreystadt comes
up with all sorts of articles reference this same story. That was his real claim to fame. The
problem with Cadillac, and the other American luxury manufacturers in the depression was the
inability to build a luxury car to a price point and remain profitable. The market had no issuing
paying more. In addition, at this time, the luxury market had lots of volume which helped the
profit per car to be quite substantial. While the car was a big sales success, it was a costly
mistake for Packard. In the end, despite the sales increase, the Packard lost far more money in
The Light Eight was discontinued and the Packard had to rethink on how to increase sales at a
lower price point while remaining profitable. The lower priced Packard One-Twenty was
introduced and able to be made at a profit. Cadillac was watching Packard closely at this time
and realized it too needed a drastic overhaul of how it did business to become profitable at the
lower sales volume. It was Nicholas Dreystadt who was assigned to whip the division into line
and this is how he turned Cadillac around and made it profitable. His changes lead to major
consolidations and reductions in the Cadillac division, moving Cadillac to a lower price point
with the Series Sixty and the end of the Lasalle division. His major overhaul of the division
which reduced production costs and increased profitability, and the overhaul of the Cadillac
line-up to adapt to the new market place is what turned the division around. The circumstances
that the luxury makers found themselves in during the Depression would forever change that
market and define their future success, or lack of it. Cadillac was in the best position to thrive,
as it could increasingly share bodies and other expensive elements like the Hydramatic with the
other mid-luxury brands at GM. Believe what to be a myth? The annual production numbers in
that story are very much myths, compared to reliable sources Standard Encyclopedia of
American Cars and others. But simple stories make compelling ones, hence their popularity.
But it most likely helped, to some degree or another. It was very well known that blacks were
not welcome to come in the main doors of many large Cadillac showrooms, and that there were
side and back doors for them to do so. And there was a back room for them to make their
transactions. They were not welcome in the main showrooms. This went on all through the 50s
and likely well into the 60s. This was not a company policy, but still, it hardly makes Cadillac a
leader in breaking down racist practices by its dealers. I find most new vehicles to have seats
so hard that after just 5 mins on them I am squirming. These were probably when Cadillac was
at its height as a luxury car. I hope that Paul can track down and reprint that road test from
Motor Trend I think , where they compared a fully-loaded top-of-the line Chevy Caprice Classic
Coupe with a fully-loaded Cadillac Coupe deVille. The we rode there in was ridiculous and brash
although the ride was superb-literally thought my friend was driving slow to hide mechanical
defects, until I saw the speedometer about 30 mph higher than I thought. Ugly layout,
cheap-looking plastics. Downsized, yes. Visible Cadillac lineage? Based on what I saw, was
peak Cadillac. The materials were top notch. That interior was amazing. The styling was right on
point. I get why the reviewers were complementary. Your conflating two different things. FWIW, I
would pin peak Cadillac at about , as interior quality took a very distinct drop in , certainly so in
the lower tier Calais, but noticeable in details in the other lines too. By peak Cadillac, I refer to
its ability to still have meaningful advantages over the competition from Mercedes and such, as
well as its general level of quality and prestige. Cadillac pursued ever-greater volume as the 60s
progressed, and that combined with decreased material quality and improved import
competition made the brand noticeably less prestigious after about that time. By , when
Mercedes added the 3. There are like 10 volumes for May 69 thats why. Would love to get my
hands on one. Any weblink to the cover page would be great. Your email address will not be
published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Posted June 11, at
AM. What a beautiful car. Posted June 11, at PM. I thought that would have changed in the
meantimeâ€¦ friend of mine lives in Berlin and cruises around town in his Pontiac Bonneville
convertible from the 60sâ€¦reactions are awesomeâ€¦all positive. People stop and stare, wave,

take pictures, ask if they can take a seatâ€¦ Except for when he is taking up two parking spots in
the neighborhood! Posted June 12, at AM. Posted June 12, at PM. Posted December 26, at PM.
Posted December 27, at AM. Posted December 26, at AM. Posted December 29, at PM. Joseph of
Eldorado. Former Saturn Owner. Lee Turner. J P Cavanaugh. The 66 Lincoln coupe, near
perfection of a classy American coupe,. Light Parade. Frank Bray. Team Obsolete. Canada did
have a revolution, in , but no one showed up. Ah yes, that class distinction point of view.
Perhaps his words are why there are 3 older Lincolns in my driveway; but not one Cadillac?
William Hall. Joseph Dennis. Posted June 13, at AM. Paul Niedermeyer. Did I mention wealthy
and smart? Hardboiled Eggs and Nuts. Darian Dennison. Displacement went up to ci for I
always felt the net hp ratings for the Cadillac are somewhere around hp. T Type. Jeff ON
97 honda accord vtec engine
2016 honda civic wiring diagram
youtube acura mdx 2017
eill. Jose Delgadillo. Dean M Edwards. Newt Creighton. Matt Spencer. Great point, these parts
of our history get glossed over all too readily. Better read my comment below. Cadillac sales in
were 20, No way was Cadillac selling over 40k cars in In , that actually increased significantly to
3, sales. And so it went, up and down, until things eventually stabilized after CA Guy. We all like
a heroic story. Thank you Vince for adding the details and context I omitted or only referred to
briefly. John R. Posted April 26, at AM. Posted April 27, at AM. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. American Brands: GM. American Brands: Ford. American
Brands: Chrysler. Automotive Histories and Misc. Asian Brands. UK Brands. Australian Brands.
European Brands. Trucks, Pickups and Vans. Motorcycles, Trikes, Bicycles. Engines,
Transmissions and other Tech. RVs, Motorhomes, Trailers, Campers. Avatars by Sterling
Adventures. Copyright - Curbside Classics. All Rights Reserved.

